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Prior to Ricky Gervais clearing up any confusion, it was believed that he based the character 'James 
the recorder kid' on which English TV Host? 

James Corden 

What is the real name of Tony's dog, Brandy? Anti 
What is Tony's occupation? Newspaper Writer 
After Life is the first of Ricky's fictional series to be extended beyond how many series? 2 
Why were the fishfingers used in the cafe seen Vegan? Ricky Gervais is an animal rights 

defender and vegan 
David Bradley, Tony Way, Paul Kaye, and Tim Plester are all members of the cast. What popular 
fantasy drama series have they all starred in? 

Game of Thrones - David Bradley (Walder 
Frey), Tony Way (Dontos Hollard), Paul 
Kaye (Thoros of Myr), and Tim Plester 
(Black Walder) 

What does Lisa leave for Tony after she has died? A video guide to life without her 
What is Roxy the sex-worker's real name? Daphne 
What is the name of Anne's late husband? Stan 
What weapon does Tony threaten Robbie the schoolboy with? A hammer 
Tony regrets teasing Lisa about what before she died? About the afterlife and angels 
In the final episode of Series 3, an interview with a sick child hits Tony hard. What does he cash in to 
share with Matthew, share with his friends and makes a donation to the hospice? 

Cash's in the cheque from Lisa's Life 
Insurance 

What is the name of the local newspaper Tony works for? The Tambury Gazette 
What did Lisa name the video she recorded for Tony? A Guide to Life without (me) 
How is Tony related to his boss Matt? Brother-in-Law 
When Tony arrives to the office following a session with his therapist, Kath tells him that he is late. 
How does Tony respond? 

Tell's Kath that she is boring 

What does Tony tell Matt the only thing that has stopped him from killing himself? The look on his dogs face 
Why does Tony's dad Ray still believe Lisa is still alive? He has dementia 
When Tony visit's Lisa's grave, who does he meet, later the two become friends? Anne 
What does Anne tell Tony, Stan her late husband never once did with her in 48 years? Never disagreed with her 
What does Tony ask Julian, the paper delivery guy to buy for him? Heroin 
When Tony takes George to the Cafe, why does he order two servings for George? Server wont allow him to order a kiddie 

meal for himself 
How many years was Tony married to Lisa before her death? 25 years 
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Tony and Lenny interview a man who claims to have a pipe leak stain that looks like who? Kenneth Branagh 
When Daphne the sex worker, tells Tony that she will do anything for £50, what does Tony take her 
home to do? 

Wash the dishes  

What is the name of the local who is always trying to get into the paper? Brian 
How does Tony start most of his days? Watching videos of Lisa 
What is the name of Tony's postman? Pat 
What is Daphne's nickname? A tart with a heart 
Why did Tony give Julian cash and tell him not to waste it on food? So that he could overdose and kill himself 
When George confesses to Tony that he is being bullied by Robbie, what does Tony say to Robbie? That he's an escaped lunatic who likes to 

murder fat kids 
What did Tony steal from the muggers which he now carries with him? Their hammer 
Tony and Lenny visit a woman who uses he breast milk to make what, that Lenny samples much to 
the disgust of Tony? 

Rice Pudding 

Why does Kath's snow globe have an empty space where you put a picture of something you love? She hasn’t found someone yet 
Matt tells Tony and Lenny about a lead for a feature story about a baby. Who does the baby look 
like? 

Adolf Hitler 

When Tony first asks Emma out, what is her response? She will think about it 
Tony puts a picture of who in Kath's snow globe? Kevin Hart 
Why does Tony tell Lenny that he and Emma are just friends when Lenny asks about her? Emma thinks Tony is not over Lisa yet 
What type of class does Matt convince Tony to go to with him? Meditation class 
On one of his visits to see is dad, his dad believes Tony to be Joe. Who is Joe? Tony's late uncle 
When Pat asks to use Tony's toilet and has been a long time, what does Tony find Pat doing? Having a bath 
Tony loses his temper with the meditation instructor and walks out, what does Tony call him on his 
way out? 

A snot curdling cunt 

Who usually disturbs Tony whilst he is watching videos of Lisa? Brandy (his dog asking for breakfast) 
Who does Pat want Tony to introduce to him, after seeing her coming out of Tony's house? Daphne 
Why is the owner of the newspaper, Mr Middleton plan on closing the newspaper and selling the 
building? 

Because he is retiring  

What does Tony tell Anne is his greatest achievement? Lisa 
Who convinces Paul to give the Newspaper another go before selling it? Tony 
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Tony and Lenny interview a man who has been posting his mail into what for a year due to his poor 
eyesight? 

A dog waste bin 

When Pat and Daphne arrive at the Revue, Brian recognises them as what? The postman and the prossie 
Who finds Ray dead and contacts Tony with the news? Emma 
Who walks into a tranquil office not knowing about Ray's passing and jokingly declares 'Bloody hell, 
who died'? 

Kath 

Tony and Lenny interview a 50-year-old man who identifies as what? An 8-year-old schoolgirl 
Every time Tony thinks about taking an overdose of sleeping pills, who stops him? Brandy 
When Tony opens his door to finds Emma to be his guest, how does she greet Tony? 'I'll take Groundhog Day' 
Who does James move in with following an uncomfortable incident involving his mum? Brian 
What is the destination Tony scatters Ray's ashes, a place Ray proposed to Tony's mother? A pub called 'The Traveller’s Friend' 
As Tony scatters Ray's ashes, the bar owner takes offence and is rude to Tony. How does Tony react? Throws the ashes in his face 
What game does Tony keep beating Matt at? Squash 
How much money does Tony have from Lisa's Life Insurance that he has not yet cashed-in? £150,000 
What Reality TV show does Ken admit he's got James a gig on? The Undateables 

 


